Community Planning for Education: The school which is an integral part of the community seldom "just happens." It is more likely to come about because of careful planning by both school and community. Reasons for striving toward greater coordination of school and community programs are discussed in an article on "Why Plan?" by Cyril O. Houle.

Accounts of planning councils at work include descriptions of a region by David E. Lilienthal, a neighborhood by William Bacon, and a city by Wilson W. Wyatt. The part of youth in planning councils is discussed by Theodore D. Rice, and the relation of the planning commission to educational planning is described by Ronald L. Campbell.

C. A. Weber analyzes the role of boards of education and school staffs in cooperative effort. A traveling library is described by Rubie E. Smith, and in the lighter vein is an article called "School Daze" by Etta Parks.

The usual Departments bring readers timely and significant education news, with "Tools for Learning" devoted to art, science, and play materials.
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